Your Trusted Partner for Classification, Translation and Transcription

Ascribe Services provides rapid coding and classification of massive amounts of customer comments, in many languages, with accurate results.

- Single-source solution
- Global staff
- Multilingual specialty
- Translations
- Transcriptions
- Multimedia coding
- Data Integration
- Variable cost structure
- Scalable
- Language certification testing
- Low translation costs
- Use with self-service solutions
- Medical specialty
- Adverse events reporting

Broad and Deep Domain Knowledge

Ascribe Services maintains a specially-trained team to manage medical, healthcare and pharmaceutical coding, and has well-honed expertise across a wide range of industries, including consumer packaged goods, retail, manufacturing, financial services, entertainment and technology.

Whether you need resources for overflow work or complete outsourced verbatim coding, we offer dependable, comprehensive services that are customized for your situation. We code millions of verbatim comments for our current clients every week — more than 2 billion overall.

Coding & Classification

Our global team of expert verbatim coders extracts customer comments, and classifies them into topics, concepts, themes and sentiments so you can gain important insights from your verbatim survey data.

Multiple Languages

Our multi-lingual staff handles coding in native languages using a rigorous quality review process to ensure accuracy and consistency.

Translations

With the capability to translate all languages, we accept even rare language requests — and price by the comment, not by the word.

Text Analytics

Our team has direct access and expertise to capitalize on our automated (NLP), semi-automated and machine learning text analytics technologies to enhance or supplement manual coding.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT
sales@goascribe.com
877.241.9112 x55